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This Chinese New Year, Royal Albatross presents an exceptional 
choice for families who are looking for that spectacular venue 
to gather with the ones who matter the most. Luxury Tallship 
Royal Albatross, a 47m super yacht, has primed a specially 
curated reunion dinner menu of authentic Chinese cuisine, 
including the traditional Lo Hei to usher in the Lunar New Year 
with prosperity and good blessings.

Everyone is spoilt for choice when it comes to gastronomy in 
Singapore, a renowned food paradise, but when it comes 
to that perfect venue to enjoy a smooth sailing cruise into 
the new year, Royal Albatross revolutionizes the traditional 
Chinese reunion dinner with its picturesque backdrop of the 
setting sun and a cool spring sea breeze. Savour distinctive 
Chinese dishes on the buffet line of ten stations, including:

• 金玉满堂
Hong Kong-style Poached Prawns and Mussels served with 
Wasabi and Soy Sauce

• 仙顶贺岁
Fragrant Roast Duck with Sweet Plum Sauce

 
• 豪情壮志

Eight Treasure Vegetables with Fat Choy and Dried Oysters

Four Chinese symbols represent the Royal Albatross’s four 
masts. It means Beautiful, Sailing, Auspicious Ship – perfect 
for sailing into the new year with an abundance of blessings.
 
Peter Pela, Founder and CEO said, “As the Chinese saying 
一帆风顺 goes, we are looking forward to taking our guests 
on a unique dining experience and a smooth sail into the 
Year of the Dog.  We are confident that our guests will enjoy 
our beautiful sails and auspicious ship, just as our logo 
depicts.”

During the dinner cruise, get treated with live entertainment 
in the ultimate luxury on this floating oasis, surrounded by 
your loved ones as Royal Albatross sails into the Year of the 
Dog.

Please visit
https://www.tallship.com.sg/events/cny-special/
for more details.

ABOUT ROYAL ALBATROSS

Tall Ship Adventures Pte Ltd is a Singapore based company 
dedicated to delivering world class experiences onboard its 
luxury Tall ship Royal Albatross. The Royal Albatross is fast 
emerging as a premium and a unique venue for organising 
Corporate or Private events. Through its Sunset Sail dinner 
cruises and opening up the ship as a Restaurant and a Bar, 
Royal Albatross is also bringing a new lifestyle destination to 
Singapore which has been lacking for a long time. Royal 
Albatross can be seen berthed adjacent to Sea Aquarium 
at Resorts World Sentosa.
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